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SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF

«-DIMENSIONAL ̂ -SPACES

BY

M. J. CANFELLO

Abstract. In this paper we obtain characterizations of an «-dimensional F-space

in terms of the rings of continuous real-valued and complex-valued functions defined

on the space. Motivation for these results is the work of Gillman and Henriksen on

i/-spaces (F-spaces of dimension 0) and F-spaces (F-spaces of dimension 0 or 1).

1. Introduction. Throughout, X denotes a completely regular (Hausdorff)

space, C(X) the ring of continuous real-valued functions on X, and C*(X) the

subring of C(X) consisting of the bounded functions in C(X).

By definition, X is an F-space if C(X) has the property that finitely generated

ideals in C(X) are principal [5], [6]. Our main concern here is to define a condition

on commutative rings with identity in such a way that X is an «-dimensional

F-space if and only if C(X) satisfies this condition. The condition we select, called

Hn, corresponds to condition T of [4] when « = 1. In Theorem 3, we prove that X

is an «-dimensional F-space if and only if C(X) satisfies condition //„. Character-

izations of topological dimension alone in terms of C(X) have been given in [2]

and [6, Theorem 16.35].

In Theorems 3 and 4 we give characterizations of F-spaces and «-dimensional

F-spaces in terms of the rings of continuous complex-valued functions defined on

them. These characterizations are analogous to those in terms of C(X) and are of

interest in connection with sup-norm algebras of complex continuous functions

[8], and alignable complex Banach lattices [1].

For feC(X) we define Z(f)={xe X : f(x)=0} (the zero-set of/), P(f)

= {xe X : f(x)>0} and N(f) = {xe X : f(x)<0}. For the elementary properties

of zero-sets the reader is referred to [6].

We use the modification of covering dimension involving basic covers given in

[6, p. 243]. By a slight modification of Definition 4 of [3], we obtain the following

characterization of dimension.
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Lemma 1. dim X^n if and only if given n+ 1 disjoint pairs Ci( C[, i=\,..., n + l,

of zero-sets of X, there exist functions k¡ e C(X) such that kt(C,) = {l}, ki(C'i) = {— 1},

-1á kt S1, and Qjtf Z(k,) = 0.

Proof. Necessity. If C¡ and C[ are disjoint zero-sets, we can choose / e C(X)

such that/(Ci) = {l},/i(Cj') = {-l} and -lá/iísl. Let 7n + 1 = [-l, l]n+1 and let

Sn denote the surface of 7" + 1. Then f=(fx,.. .,fn+x) is a continuous mapping of

X into 7n+1. Since dim X^n, we can, by Definition 3 of [3], choose

k = (kx,..., kn+x): X -> Sn such that k(x)=f(x) whenever f(x) e Sn. Then the

functions k¡, i= 1,...,«+1, satisfy the required conditions.

Sufficiency. If functions kz exist as stated, then C( and C/ are separated in

X-Z(kt) and 0"=/ Z(fc,) = 0- By Definition 4 of [3], dim X^n.

We now recall some properties of F-rings and Hermite rings. In the following

S will denote a commutative ring with identity. The ideal of S generated by n

elements ax,...,an will be denoted by axS+ ■ ■ ■ +anS. A commutative ring S

with identity is called an F-ring if every finitely generated ideal of S is principal.

Thus X is an F-space if and only if C(X) is an F-ring.

We take the following characterization of Hermite rings [4, Lemma 4].

Lemma 2. A commutative ring S with identity is a Hermite ring if and only if it

satisfies the conditions:

(i) S is an F-ring.

(ii) Whenever ax,a2,deS and axS+a2S=dS, there exist bx,b2ES such that

ax = bxd, a2 = b2d and bxS+b2S=S.

A completely regular space X such that C(X) is a Hermite ring is called a

F-space. Alternative characterizations of F-spaces are given in [5, Theorem 3.2].

We will see later that X is a F-space if and only if X is an F-space and dim X^ 1.

2. »-dimensional F-spaces.

Definition. Let « be a nonnegative integer. A commutative ring S with identity

is said to be an 77n-ring, or to satisfy the condition 77n, if

(i) S is an F-ring.

(ii) Whenever ax,...,an+x, de S and axS+ ■ ■ ■ +an+1S=dS, there exist

bx,..., bn+x e S such that ax = bxd,..., an+x = bn+xd and bxS+ • ■ ■ +bn+xS=S.

Thus S is an TY^ring if and only if it is a Hermite ring, and S is an 770-ring if

and only if it is an F-ring in which generators of principal ideals are unique (up to

associates).

Theorem 3. For every completely regular space X, the following statements are

equivalent :

(a) X is an F-space and dim X^n.

(b) C(X) is an Hn-ring.

(c) C*(X) is an Hn-ring.

(d) For all fx,.. .,fn+xe C(X), there exist kx,..., kn+x e C(X) such that

Á = kx\fx\,.. .,fn+1=kn+x\fn,.x\ andkxC(X)+ ■ ■ ■ +kn+xC(X) = C(X).
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Proof, (a) => (d). Suppose /,.. -,fn+x e C(X). Since X is an F-space, F(/)

and N(fi) are contained in disjoint zero-sets. By Lemma 1, there exist functions k¡

such that kt(P(ft)) = {l}, kt(N(fd) = {-l}, and fy/i1 Z(k^= 0. Hence ft = kt\ft\,
i=l,...,« +1, and kiC(X)+ ■ ■ ■ +kn+xC(X) = C(X).

(d) ■*■ (b). The hypothesis implies that X is an F-space and hence that C(X)

is an F-ring. Suppose that fxC(X)+ ■■ ■ +fn+xC(X) = hC(X). There exist

g'i, ...,g'n+xeC(X) and sx,..., sn+x e C(X) such that fx=g'xh,.. .,fn+x=g'n+xh

and   h=sxfx+---+sn+xfn+x=sxg'xh+---+sn+xg'ri+xh.   Put   q=l-sxg'x-

sn+lgn+l-

Then Aa = 0 and for any elements 7¡ e C(X) we have (g[ + 7¡a)A =/. We will

choose the 7¡ so that the elements gi + t¡q generate C(X). Since X is an F-space,

there exists peC(X) such that pq=\q\. By hypothesis, there exist mzeC(X)

such that g'i = mi\g[\, i= 1,..., «+1, and P)jl=i11Z(«ji)= 0. Let tt=pmt and let

gi=g'i + tiq. Then for each xel,we haveg¡(x)#0 for some /. To see this, suppose

first that gi(x)#0 for some /. Now (tiq)(x)=p(x)mi(x)q(x) = mi(x)\q(x)\ has the same

sign (or argument) as g¡(x) so that g¡(x) =£ 0. On the other hand, if g[(x) = 0 for all /,

then q(x) = 1, p(x) = 1, and gt(x) = tx(x) = mz(x). Since Hi1*!1Z(m¡) = 0, then g¡(x) # 0

for some i. Hence gyC(X)+ ■ ■ ■ +gn+xC(X) = C(X).

(b) => (a). By hypothesis, C(X) is an F-ring and hence X is an F-space. Suppose

that Ci, Cl, i= 1,...,«+1, are «+1 disjoint pairs of zero-sets. Choose/ e C(X)

such that/(Ci) = {l},/(Ci') = {-1}, for /= 1,..., «+1, and let A= |/| + • • • + |/B+1|.

Since X is an F-space, fxC(X)+-\-fn+xC(X) = hC(X). By hypothesis, there

exist gteC(X) such that/¡=g(A and gxC(X)+ ■ ■ ■ +gn+xC(X) = C(X). Thus

n?= Í Z(gi) = 0. NowP(ft)^P(gi), N(ft)c:N(gi) for i= 1,...,«+1. Also |ft(x)| ^ 1
for/(x)^0 and we can arrange that |^¡(x)|^l everywhere (take g'i(x)=g¡(x) if

\gi(x)\^l and g'i(x)=gt(x)l\gi(x)\ if |^(x)| ^ 1). Since P(g¡) and JV(g4) are com-

pletely separated, we can choose st so that Si(P(g¡)) = {l} and st(N(gi)) = {0}.

Let «j¡ e C(X) satisfy / = «í¡|/|, — l^Wj^l. Define k¡ = s¡ max {m¡, g,} +

(l-sî) Ma {m,, gf}. Then fi = ki\fil and Z(kd^Z(gx). Hence fy/*1 Z(k¿= 0.
Since £¡(C¡) = {1} and /:í(C¡') = {— 1} we have dim X^n by Lemma 1.

(b) o (c). C*(X) is isomorphic to CijSA') where ßX is the Stone-Cech com-

pactification of X. Since dim X=dim^SA' [6, p. 245] and X is an F-space if and

only if ßX is an F-space, the result follows from (a) <=> (b) above.

Example. ßRn — Rn is an n-dimensional F-space.

That ßRn — Rn is an F-space follows from Theorem 14.27 of [6], and it is shown

in [7] that dim (ßRn -Rn) = n.

As a simple consequence, we have an example of an F-ring which is not a

Hermite ring (the first example of this was given in [5]). ßR2 — R2 is an F-space

which is not a L-space, hence C(ßR2 — R2) is an F-ring which is not a Hermite ring.

3. Continuous complex functions on F-spaces. We turn now to the problem of

characterizing F-spaces in terms of the ring CC(X) of all continuous complex-
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valued functions on X. We also consider C*(X), the subring of CC(X) consisting

of the bounded functions in CC(X).

Since Z(f) = Z(\f\), the family of zero-sets of CC(X) is the same as the family of

zero-sets of C(X).

An ideal 7 of CC(X) is said to be selfadjoint if and only iffe 7 =>/e 7, where/is

the complex conjugate off.

Theorem 4. The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) X is an F-space.

(b) CC(X) is an F-ring.

(c) C$(X) is an F-ring.

(d) Each ideal I ofCc(X) is selfadjoint.

(e) For allf, g e Cc(X),fCc(X)+gCc(X) = (\f\ + \g\)Cc(X).

(f) Given a zero-set Z of X, every function 9 e C*(X—Z) has a continuous

extension h e C*(X).

(g) Given fe CC(X), there exist kx, k2 e Cc(X) such that f=kx\f\ and \f\ =k2f

Proof, (g) => (d). Let/e 7. There exist kx, k2 e CC(X) such that f=kx\f\=kx\f\

and l/l =k2f Hencef=kxk2f so that/e 7.

(d) => (a). Let/e C(X). Then f—i\f\ e CC(X) and by hypothesis its complex

conjugate /+/|/| is in the principal ideal generated by f—i\f\. There exists

h e CC(X) such that/+/'|/| =h(f-i\f\). On multiplying both sides by/-/'|/| we

have

f2 + \f\2 = h(f2-2i\f\f-\f\2),

and on simplifying and equating real parts, we get

\f\2=f2 = I(h)f\f\.

It follows that/= 7(A)l/l so that Xis an F-space.

The rest of the proof is a routine modification of the proofs in Theorem 14.25

of [6]. For example, (a) => (f) since the real and imaginary parts of 6 can be

extended over X.

Although CC(X) is an F-ring if and only if C(X) is an F-ring, the situation is

slightly different for 77n-rings.

Theorem 5. The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) CC(X) is an Hn-ring.

(b) C(X) is an H2n+x-ring.

(c) X is an F-space and dim X^ 2n +1.

(d) For all /,.. .,fn+x e CC(X), there exist kx,..., kn+x e Cc(X) such that

/»-jfcil/ili • .'.r,/»+i=ArB+1|/nÎÎ| andkxCc(X)+ ■ • • +kn+1Cc(X) = Cc(X).

Proof, (a) => (b). First we observe that if X is an F-space and fx,f2 e C(X),

then fxC(X)+f2C(X) = (fx2+fiT2C(X).   In   fact, since   (/i2+/22)1/2= I/1I + I/2I
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=i2(fx2+fi)112, then it follows from Theorem 14.25(6) of [6], that |/| + |/2| and

(fi+fi)112 are multiples of each other. Similarly if fx,f2e CC(X), then fiCc(X)

+f2Cc(X) = (\fx\2+\f2\2)mCo(X).

Now suppose that /,.. .,/2n+2, de C(X) and fxC(X)+■ ■ ■+f2n+2C(X)

=dC(X). Let A=(/? +•••+/!„+2)1/2. By hypothesis and Theorem 4, X is an

F-space and, by the preceding remarks, dC(X)=hC(X). Let gt =f2i _x + if2i,

i=l,..., n+l. Again by the preceding remarks, giCc(X)+■ ■ ■+gn+xCc(X)

H\gi\2+ ■ ■ ■+\gn+i\2)ll2Cc(X) = hCc(X). Therefore giCc(X)+ ■ ■ ■ +gn+iCc(X)

= dCc(X). By hypothesis, there exist elements s2i-% + is2i e CC(X) which generate

Cc(X) and which satisfy g¡ =f2i_, + if2i — (s2l-x + is2l)d. Thus/ = std, i = 1,..., 2« + 2

and f)f=i2Z(Si)= 0, i.e., sxC(X)+ ■ ■ • +s2n+2C(X) = C(X).

(b) => (c). This has been shown in Theorem 2.

(c) => (d). Let fi,.. .,/n+i e CC(X). By Theorem 4, there exist k'x,..., k'n+x

eCc(X) such that fx = k'x\fx\,.. .,fn+x = k'n+x\fn+x\. If/(x)#0, then |*ftfc)|-l,

and we may assume that \k',(x)\ í¡l for x e X, i— 1,...,«+1.

Let D be the closed unit disc in the complex plane and Dx its surface; that is,

D = {zeC : |z|^l} and Dx={z e C : |z| = l}. Then k' = (k'x,..., k'n + x) is a con-

tinuous mapping of X into Dn +1 <= R2n + 2. Since dim ^^2«+!, we may, as in

Definition 3 of [3], choose k = (kx,..., kn+x): X^- Dî + 1 such that k(x) = k'(x)

whenever k'(x) e Dnx + 1. Thus/ = /V¡|/|, /= 1,...,«+1, and n"=i Z(K)= 0-

(d) => (a). The proof is identical with (d) => (b) of Theorem 3.

Corollary. X is a T-space if and only if given fe CC(X), there exists k e CC(X)

such thatf=k\f\ andZ(k)= 0.

Proof. This is (d) o (b) above with « = 0 but we give a simple direct proof. If

Xis an F-space and /=/ + if2, k = kx+ik2, then f=k\f\ and Z(k)= 0 if and only

if fi = kx(fx2+fi)112, f^Uff+fi)1'2 and Z(kx)nZ(k2)=0. Since fxC(X)

+f2C(X) = (fx2+fi)1'2C(X), then (b) => (d) is immediate, while (d) ^ (b) follows

from Lemma 4 of [4].

As the example X=ßR2 — R2 shows, CC(X) may be a Hermite ring while C(X)

is not a Hermite ring.

4. {/-spaces and F-spaces. An element u of C(X) (or CC(X)) is said to be

unitary if \u(x)\ = 1 for all x e X. If/=i»|/| and Z(v)= 0, then w = ü/|i;| is unitary,

and since |/| = \v\ \f\, we have/=i»|/| =m|»j| |/| =u\f\.

From Theorem 3 and the corollary to Theorem 5, we have the following

characterization.

Lemma 6. X is a U-space (respectively T-space) if and only if for each fe C(X)

(respectively CC(X)), there exists a unitary element u of C(X), (respectively CC(X))

such thatf=u\f\.

Finally we given an unpublished result of Bonsall in which F-spaces are charac-

terized in terms of linear operators on the complex vector space CC(X).
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A rotation on CC(X) is a linear operator D mapping CC(X) onto CC(X) such

that \Df\ = l/l for all/e CC(X). CC(X) is said to be alignable if and only if given

/o e CC(X) there exists a rotation 7) on CC(X) such that D|/0| =/0.

Alignable spaces were considered in [1].

Theorem 7. X is a T-space if and only if CC(X) is alignable.

Proof. If we CC(X) is a unitary element for which /0 = «|/0|, then clearly the

operation of multiplication by m is a rotation on CC(X) with the required property.

Conversely, suppose that D is a rotation on CC(X) for which D\f0\ =f0. We show

that 7)1 is unitary and that D is the operation of multiplication by Dl. Given

xe X, let Wx and <!>* denote the linear functional on CC(X) defined by ^¥x(f)

=/(*) and <t>x(f) = (Df)(x). Then \¥JJ)\ = |<b¿f)| for each/e CC(X). HenceT,

and <S>X have the same null space and therefore differ only by a scalar factor.

Thus <t>x = XxWx for some A, e C with |AX| = 1. Now (Df)(x) = ®x(ß = XxVx(f)

= Xxf(x). In particular, (Dl)(x) = Xx so that (Df)(x) = ((Dl)(x))f(x). This holds

for all îêI.so that 7)/= (7)1)/ Finally, for each x e X, \(Dl)(x)\ = \XX\ = 1 so that

Dl is unitary and (Dl)\f0\ = D\f0\ =/0.
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